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Snipe Hunting

by Jerry Leath Mills, 2006

Wilson's Snipe, Pungo Lake National Wildlife Refuge,
Hyde Co., North Carolina, USA. Photo by David L.
Govoni.  [2]

Snipe hunting in North Carolina denotes one of two forms of recreation. The first, probably the more common, involves a
practical joke wherein pranksters take an unsuspecting initiate into the woods at night to hunt for an imaginary bird, only
to leave him or her confused and alone in the darkness. A second type of snipe hunting involves a bird that exists in
reality rather than legend. The common snipe (Capella delicata), known variously as Wilson's snipe [3], bog snipe, and
jacksnipe, inhabits both brackish and freshwater marshes in the coastal plain and affords rigorous winter sport to hunters
who flush the birds while slogging through marshland and muddy fields in chest waders or hip boots. The common snipe's
larger and more widely disseminated cousin, the woodcock [4] (also known as the timberdoodle or swamp partridge), is
more often than not called "snipe" by North Carolina hunters. In the northeastern states the woodcock is a major game
bird, but in North Carolina it more often serves as a target of opportunity for quail hunters than as a specific object of
pursuit.

Reference:

Raiford Trask, "Hit or Miss Snipe," Wildlife in North Carolina 55 (February 1991).

Additional Resources:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in NC: http://www.fws.gov/northcarolina/hunt.html [5]

Cornell Lab of Ornitology, All About Birds, Wilson's Snipe: http://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/wilsons_snipe/id [3]

Cornell Lab of Ornitology, All About Birds, Woodcock: http://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/American_Woodcock/lifehistory
[4]

Image Credit:

Wilson's Snipe, Pungo Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Hyde Co., North Carolina, USA. Photo by David L. Govoni.
Available from https://www.flickr.com/photos/dgovoni/6988361967/ [2] (accessed August 6, 2012).
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